
 
SOUTHERN GULF ISLANDS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 

Minutes of meeting of July 8, 2015,   
Recreation Hall,  Saturna Island. 

 
The chair called the meeting to order at 11:00.   
 
1. Attendance:  
     Commission members: Ian Dow, George Harris,  David Howe (SGI Director),  Paul LeBlond 
(Director-alternate),  Leigh Pullen (chair),  Priscilla Zimmerman.  
 
    Guests:  Darryl Martin  (Chair EDC Saltspring) 
          Jack Barreto, Tom Carchrae, Priscilla Ewbank, Bob Fitzgerald, Selena Flood,  
          Ron Hall, David Hargreaves,  James van Hemert, Larry Peck   
 
2.  The agenda was approved as circulated. 
 
3. Minutes of May 27 meeting approved, by consensus.  
 
4.  TOUR des ILES.    George Harris reported on the Tour des Iles event -- free inter- and on-
island transportation between all the SGI and SSI over the June 18-21 weekend.   Over 1900 
happy people ferried on buses and water-taxis.  A great success.  Thanks to EDC and CRD for 
support and all volunteers for participation.  approx. $11,000 in expenses;  approx. $11,500 
revenue.  $500 surplus. George also reported that BC Ferries CEO had reacted favorably to a 
description of the event at the recent Islands Trust Council meeting on Galiano. 
 
   Selena Flood reported on activities, especially musical, coordinated with 
Jenny Breukelman.  
 
   Discussion focused on improvements and the idea of getting all island 
coordinators together, forming a society to plan and direct future events.  Darryl mentioned 
contributions by the SSI EDC and Chamber of Commerce.  Director Howe emphasized the 
need for financial statements (George will send report to EDC members), as well as the need 
for a treasurer for the commission (David Book??).  He also pointed out that the Tour des Iles 
inter-island shuttles operate in a fundamentally different way from the BC Ferries "hub and 
spoke" system, a fact to be considered in future ETGI inter-island passenger links.   
 
 MOTION: (George H., Ian D.)   That Selena Flood be appointed as coordinator of the 
2016 Tour des Iles.  Carried.  
 
5.  ISLAND BUSES   Ian Dow reported on the bus transit system initiated on Mayne, with 
unpaid drivers operating an on-demand and spontaneous service.  The BC Transit mode of 
operation, with scheduled routes does not work on our small islands although it works well 
on Saltspring. Operating cost for Mayne's one-year pilot project was $7,200 (which included a  
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$1,500 repair ).  Ian is communicating with Andrea Mills and Peter Pare on Pender about the 
introduction of a similar service there.   
 
 MOTION: ( Ian D., George H.)  That Ian's report be received with request to publish an 
article about it in Pender Post  or/and in Island Tides.   Carried 
 
6.  RIDE SHARE APP.  Tom Carchrae ( intellecti.ca)  presented a ride-share application  ("a 
digital thumb") developed for travelers to Bowen island,  allowing coordination with buses, 
water taxis and ferries.  A copy of Tom's presentation is attached (lift-app.pdf)  
 
  Discussion focused on whether and how such an app could be developed for the SGI 
environment.  Tom would be willing to share intellectual rights to the system.  There is a need 
to outline what would be required and to develop a business plan.  Many volunteered to 
participate in developing terms of reference.  Tax money not available.   
 
 MOTION: (Ian, George)  That the EDC supports an initial study by Tom Cochrane of the 
development of a consolidated inter-island travel information app for the SGI area, to be 
funded from private funds.   Carried.  
 
7. SATURNA DOCK UPDATE   Bob Fitzgerald described his plans for a campground adjacent 
to the Lyall Harbour dock, which would offer facilities to dock users.   Larry Peck  reported 
on plans to extend the dock (NOT a CRD dock); working with the Saturna Recreation Soc. and 
the CRD SGI Harbours Commission.   
 
MOTION:  (Ian, Priscilla) . The SGI  EDC supports Mr Fitzgerald's efforts to obtain appropriate 
designation for his tenting area and facilities.   Carried.  
 
8.  FUNDING SOURCES.     David Howe reported on discussions with VanCity, which might be 
interested in assisting with capital and expertise for small communities. For example 
broadband internet (Sig Luft federal application turned down but now applying at provincial 
level).   What else are we specifically interested? There exists a report surveying impediments 
to business activities in the Gulf Islands.  A memo from Andy Broderick was also circulated] 
 
   ACTION:   commissioners to read report and memo and think about needs. 
 
9.  SALSPRING EDC     Darryl Martin  distributed some copies of the SSI EDC report and 
action plan, prepared by SSI EDC members.   One focus is the development of shoulder season 
tourist events.  For example, a Walking Festival, modeled on Bristol's (UK).  
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/press/walking-festival-2015 
Perhaps there could be a Gulf Islands Walking Festival, maybe jointly with Tour des Iles.  
Jean Gelwicks is the contact on SSI.    Strong interest expressed by many members.  
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MOTION:  (George, Ian)  That the SGI EDC take an active role in supporting a Gulf Islands 
Walking Festival.   Carried 
 
Furthermore, Darryl requested permission to use the SGI EDC and Tour des Iles web site(s) to 
announce SSI initiatives. Suggestion received warmly.  
 
MOTION: (Priscilla, Ian)  That the SGI EDC welcome SSI in the use of these website(s).   
 
 
10. XPLORNET   Jack Barreto describes the internet services provided to rural areas by 
satellite by XPLORNET (www.xplornet.com). Paying for travel for installations in remote areas 
can be a problem ....BC govt. does provide a subsidy.  Suggestion that local installer(s) be 
recruited or contacted.   
 
ACTION:   for Jack B.  Leigh P. requested more info to be sent to him  
 ( leigh.pullen@gmail.com)  
 
11.  AGING IN PLACE.  James van Hemert described his work on behalf of the N. Pender Local 
Trust Committee on issues of housing, transportation, social participation and inclusiveness 
related to elderly people.  Requested collaborative support between CRD and LTC, especially 
on transportation issues.    
 
      It was pointed out that many of the issues critical for older people also apply to children, 
especially transportation. 
 
 MOTION: (Ian, George)  That the EDC supports James van Hemert in his Age Friendly 
study for the SGI, especially with respect to transportation and on-island transit,  and in the 
light of similar requirements for the ETGI project.    Carried  
 
12.  AGRICULTURE INITIATIVE.   Paul LeBlond reported on behalf of Michael Dunne (whose 
report is attached) on the progress of this EDC program.  Please consult the Growing Islands 
website (http://growingislands.com/).   Commissioners were favorably impressed by the 
progress of the work.  
 
MOTION: ( George, Priscilla)  That the EDC express his appreciation to Michael Dunne and 
Derke Masselink for their work.   
 
13.  ETGI Terms of Reference  
 General discussion led by David Howe and the chairman on the nature of the terms of 
reference for creating a CRD service that would allow funding of the ETGI program.  There 
was agreement that the proposed terms (as proposed at an earlier meeting) were too vague 
and general and "we need to write down exactly what we want"   and "focus on interisland 
transportation".   
 



MOTION:  (George, Ian) That the terms of reference for definition of a service specifically 
focus on the needs of the ETGI program for on- and inter-island transportation.  Carried 
 
The minutes of the May 27 meeting also mention inclusion of waste and recycling.  These 
issues should be left out. 
 
MOTION:( Ian, Dave)  Remove mention of waste disposal and recycling from the proposed 
terms of reference.  
 
14. Next meeting ---- 15 Sept 2015 on Pender Is.  
 
Meeting adjourned at 14:30.   
 
 
 


